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Detailed numerical simulations have been done to investigate the properties of multipactor
breakdown in circular waveguides operating in the propagating fundamental TE11 mode. Main
attention has been given to a comparison between the two fundamental cases corresponding to linear
and circular polarizations, respectively, of the propagating electromagnetic wave. It is found that
circular polarization is considerably more susceptible to multipactor than linear polarization. The
reason for this difference is clarified by a comprehensive study of the electron motion in the
waveguide. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3526674兴
I. INTRODUCTION

undertaken in the present work and the main results are presented below.

Multipactor discharges are caused by secondary electron
emission when free electrons accelerated to high energies by
a microwave field hit solid surfaces and are frequently observed in high power microwave components operating close
to vacuum conditions. This type of discharge is an undesirable phenomenon in many practical microwave applications
and the intense study of this phenomenon during the last
decades has mainly been stimulated by the necessity to be
able to accurately predict the multipactor threshold in different microwave subsystems.1–5 These studies have resulted in
development of various numerical tools capable of simulating multipactor in different geometries including parallel
plates,6,7 coaxial cables,8–10 dielectric windows,11–13 rectangular and wedge-shaped waveguides,14–16 microstrip lines,17
waveguide irises,18–20 and rf filters and transformers.21–23 A
notable exception is multipactor breakdown in circular
waveguides, which has been given scant interest, in spite of
its technical importance. However, a relevant analysis of the
problem can be found in Ref. 24 where the multipactor has
been simulated numerically, although in very narrow
waveguides compared to those used in practical
applications.25,26 Therefore a more detailed and general
analysis is motivated for the important problem of multipactor discharges in circular waveguides. One step in this direction is presented in the present work where the multipactor
discharge is simulated numerically in a waveguide having
larger width than that studied in Ref. 24, in fact large enough
to allow propagating TE11 modes.
The circular waveguide represents a system where the
fundamental TE11 mode is degenerate with respect to polarization. This makes it possible to excite propagating waves
with both linear and circular polarizations. Many practical
microwave applications are based on this property and therefore it is important and interesting to analyze the dependence
of the multipactor properties on the polarization of a propagating wave in a circular waveguide. Such a study has been
1070-664X/2010/17共12兲/123503/7/$30.00

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

Numerical simulations of multipactor discharges in realistic circular waveguides make it necessary to consider the
evolution of the multipactor during very long times containing many microwave periods. This is due to two reasons: a
single transit of an electron between the walls of the waveguide takes long time 共about 50 microwave periods or even
more兲 and the establishing of the electron avalanche requires
many consecutive electron transits. Previously the same
problem was met in simulations of the multipactor in rectangular waveguides14 and microstrip lines.17 As emphasized in
these papers, Monte Carlo simulations of the long time evolution of the multipactor discharge must be very accurate and
in order to suppress statistical fluctuations it is necessary to
consider a very large number of electron trajectories. The
necessary number of trajectories increases rapidly with increasing duration of the simulated multipactor evolution and
this makes the simulations very time consuming. The same
problem also appears in simulations using the particle-in-cell
共PIC兲 algorithm. During studies of the long time evolution,
the number of computer particles typically increases or decreases significantly. As a result, the calculations become extremely slow 共due to the huge number of particles兲 or too
sensitive to stochastic fluctuations 共due to too few particles兲.
A possible solution of this problem was suggested recently in
Ref. 9 where it was proposed to keep the number of computer particles within a desirable range by joining or splitting
them when necessary. This approach has also been used in
the present software CIRCLE which has been developed especially for multipactor simulations in circular waveguides.
The software is based on the PIC algorithm and considers the
motion of macroparticles 共subsequently referred to as computer particles兲 having the same charge to mass ratio as the
electrons. In principle, this algorithm makes it possible to
simulate also the multipactor saturation stage when the perturbation of the microwave field by the space charge effect of
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the multipacting electrons is taken into account. However, in
the present study, only the initial stage of the multipactor is
considered. Consequently the microwave field is considered
as undisturbed during the multipactor evolution. For simplicity only the transverse 共with respect to the axis of the waveguide兲 motion of the particles was calculated which is justified by the small velocity of the particles compared to the
speed of light.
Within the above approximation the particle motion is
described by the equations 共in cgs units兲
ẍ = Ex + 共ẏ/c兲Hz,

ÿ = Ey − 共ẋ/c兲Hz ,

共1兲

where x and y denote the transverse Cartesian particle coordinates, chosen so that the waveguide axis 共which is directed
along the z axis兲 corresponds to the point x = y = 0. Thus,
inside the waveguide, the following inequality is fulfilled:
x2 + y 2 ⱕ R2, where R denotes the radius of the waveguide.
Furthermore, a dot over the variable denotes temporal derivative, c denotes the velocity of light in vacuum,  denotes
the charge to mass ratio of the computer particle which is
equal to the charge to mass ratio of the electron, and Ex, Ey,
and Hz denote the transverse components of the electric
field and the longitudinal component of the magnetic field,
respectively.
In the case when a propagating TE11 mode is excited in
a circular waveguide, these microwave field components can
be expressed as
2

Ex = − 兺 A j共 ⌽ j/ y兲 · cos共t − kz +  j兲,
j=1

2

Ey = 兺 A j共 ⌽ j/ x兲 · cos共t − kz +  j兲,

共2兲

j=1
2

Hz = 兺 A j共k2⬜c/兲⌽ j · sin共t − kz +  j兲,
j=1

where  and k denote the mode frequency and propagation
constant, respectively, and A j,  j, and ⌽ j denote amplitude
and phase and transverse mode structures of the separate
waves, respectively. Specifically, using the cylindrical coordinates r and , the functions ⌽ j can be represented as a
product of Bessel and trigonometric functions,
⌽1 = J1共k⬜r兲cos ,

⌽2 = J1共k⬜r兲sin  ,

共3兲

where k⬜ denotes the transverse wave number. When the
phase shift is  / 2 共i.e., 2 − 1 =  / 2兲 and the amplitudes A j
are equal, the microwave electric field is circularly polarized
at the waveguide axis. When the phases  j are equal, any
combination of the amplitudes A j corresponds to a linearly
polarized electric field at the waveguide axis. In this case the
particular choice of the amplitudes only determines the direction of the polarization. In the simulations the choice
A2 = 0 is made to obtain linear field polarization with Ex = 0 at
the waveguide axis.
The simulations are started with the launch of a number
of seed electrons from a definite point at the waveguide
wall. The computer seed particles have the same mass, m,

and charge, q, as a single electron and have stochastic
initial velocities governed by the Maxwellian probability
distribution,
dP = 共VT2 兲−1exp关− 共V2x + V2y 兲/2VT2 兴dVxdVy ,

共4兲

where Vx and Vy are Cartesian components of the initial velocity in the waveguide cross section 关at each point of the
waveguide wall the probability given by Eq. 共4兲 is applied
only for particles moving into the waveguide兴 and the parameter VT determines the average value of the initial energy of
the electrons WT = mVT2 . The motion of the seed electrons is
governed by the undisturbed microwave field including the
action of the microwave magnetic field. When the seed electrons collide with the metal wall, they release a number of
secondary electrons. The emission of the secondary electrons
is considered as a stochastic process with a probability distribution governed by the electron impact energy and chosen
so as to correspond to Vaughan’s approximation27 for the
average value,  = 共Wimp兲, of the secondary emission yield,

=0

for

w ⬍ 0,

 = max · 关w exp共1 − w兲兴s,
s = 0.62

for

0 ⬍ w ⬍ 1,

共5兲
s = 0.25

for

w ⱖ 1,

where w = 共Wimp − Wmin兲 / 共Wmax − Wmin兲, Wimp denotes the
electron impact energy and the parameters max, Wmax, and
Wmin are determined by the material and the surface treatment of the wall. The secondary electrons are assumed to
start with stochastic initial velocities governed by the same
Maxwellian probability distribution as the seed electrons and
also move under the action of the microwave field until they
collide with the wall and new secondary electrons are released. This process is repeated as long as required.
When, during the simulations, the number of electrons
exceeds some threshold value, Nth, the software randomly
excludes one-half of the particles from further simulation
and simultaneously doubles the charge and mass of the remaining particles. This operation does not disturb the motion
of the remaining particles since their charge to mass ratio is
not changed. In the opposite case when the number of electrons becomes less than 0.3Nth, the software splits each electron into two computer particles having half of the electron
charge and mass. After this splitting, each pair of new particles is assigned the position and velocity of the original
particle. Consequently the pair of new particles continues the
motion of the original particle until they collide with the
waveguide wall. However, the subsequent dynamics of the
new particles can be different since each particle collision
with the wall is treated separately using the stochastic approach. Specifically, at collisions with the waveguide wall,
any computer particle 共independently of its mass and charge兲
generates secondary particles of the same mass and charge as
the primary one. The probability distribution of the secondary particles over initial velocity does not depend on the
particle mass and charge and is given by the same Maxwellian distribution 共4兲 as used for the seed electrons. The number of secondary particles is also random and the concomitant probability distribution does not depend explicitly on the
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FIG. 1. Total secondary emission yield, , vs electron impact energy, Wimp,
as used in the simulations. The separate insert shows this dependence for
small impact energy 共note that  ⬎ 0 at Wimp → 0兲.

mass and charge of the primary particle. The average number
of secondary particles is given by the same approximation
for the secondary emission yield 共5兲 where the equivalent
impact energy per electron is taken as Wimp. In order to have
the equivalent impact energy in all collisions, the software
calculates the square of the particle impact velocity and multiplies this value by half the electron mass 共independently of
the actual particle mass兲.
The process of secondary emission results in a varying
number of computer particles after each collision with the
waveguide wall. However, each time when the number of
computer particles exceeds Nth or becomes less than 0.3Nth,
the above procedure of particle elimination or duplication is
repeated and the simulation is continued while keeping the
number of computer particles within the range between
0.3Nth and Nth. At any instant of time, information about the
actual number of electrons can be obtained simply as the
product of the particle factor 共the ratio of the particle mass to
the mass of a single electron兲 and the number of computer
particles. As a result it becomes possible to study the
evolution of the multipactor avalanche during very long
times while still having both high simulation rate and high
accuracy.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In a first series of simulations, the multipactor was analyzed for a case with microwave frequency, f = 10 GHz,
waveguide radius, R = 1 cm, and average initial energy of
electrons, WT = 2 eV. The parameters of Vaughan’s approximation for the secondary emission yield 共SEY兲 were taken to
be max = 2.25, Wmin = −8 eV, whereas Wmax was chosen so
as to have a first cross over energy of 37.7 eV. As was shown
in our previously reported simulations,9 such a combination
of SEY parameters provides good agreement with experimental data for the multipactor threshold in the case of a
coaxial line with copper electrodes.28 The corresponding secondary emission curve is shown in Fig. 1. Note that within
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 The dependence of the relative increase in electron
number after 600 microwave periods on transmitted microwave power
through a circular waveguide with radius R = 1 cm at the frequency 10 GHz.
Values of N / N0 larger than unity indicate growth of the multipactor avalanche. Curve 1 corresponds to the case of circular microwave field polarization at the waveguide axis whereas curve 2 corresponds to the case of
linear microwave field polarization at the waveguide axis.

this model, the SEY does not go to zero when the electron
impact energy approaches zero, which makes it possible to
describe partial reflection of slow electrons from the metal
surface.21,29–31 The number of seed electrons was taken to be
N0 = 25 000. These electrons were launched during the first
microwave period from a point with the coordinates x = 0,
y = R. The maximum number of computer particles was taken
to be Nth = 50 000.
In the simulations, the primary purpose was to study
how the relative increase in the average number of electrons
after 600 microwave periods depended on power and polarization of the traveling electromagnetic wave transmitted
through the waveguide. The simulation results are presented
in Fig. 2. These results demonstrate a significant difference
in the properties of the multipactor evolution for the two
field polarizations. For circular polarization, the final electron number increased for increasing microwave power, as
expected and similar to many other multipactor simulations
in different microwave components. However, in the case of
linear polarization, the opposite dependence on power was
observed. In order to understand this unusual simulation result, an additional and more detailed study of the electron
motion was undertaken. The corresponding results are presented in the next section.
IV. DETAILED STUDY OF ELECTRON MOTION

A more detailed study was made of the motion of the
seed electrons which depends on the emission time and the
initial velocity of the electrons as well as on the power and
polarization of the microwave field. In the simulations, particular attention was given to the dependence on polarization
and power whereas the emission time, t0, was kept fixed and
chosen as the moment when the microwave field just begins
to accelerate the electron toward the waveguide axis. Furthermore, the initial electron energy was taken to be 1 eV
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 The distribution of the microwave field intensity, the
square of the electric field strength 共in ESU兲 averaged over microwave
period, along the y axis in the circular waveguide for two different polarizations at the same power P = 300 kW.
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FIG. 3. The dependence of the flight time and impact energy on the microwave power for seed electrons emitted perpendicularly to the surface of the
waveguide wall with initial energy 1 eV. The time of emission is chosen so
that the microwave field just starts to accelerate electrons toward the waveguide axis. Case of circular field polarization at the waveguide axis.

and the electrons were assumed to start normally to the
waveguide wall. Only the first trajectory of the electron
crossings is considered in the simulations and no spread in
initial conditions is included, which implies that no additional averaging or selection is made. The simulation results
共see Figs. 3 and 4兲 demonstrate that the electron flight time is
much greater than the microwave period and that the dependence of the impact energy on the microwave power contains
many resonance peaks within each power range of 100 kW.
These results show explicitly that a smooth decrease in the
final electron number with increasing power 共as observed in
Fig. 2 for the case of linear polarization兲 cannot be attributed
to multipactor resonances. Moreover, the smoothness of the
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FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 but for the case of linear polarization at the
waveguide axis.

curves in Fig. 2 implies that the multipactor resonances are
completely suppressed by the spread of the electron initial
velocity, cf. Ref. 32, for both polarizations.
It should be noted that according to Figs. 3 and 4 the
impact energy increases on average with increasing power
for both polarizations. The significant quantitative difference
between the two polarizations is due to the higher value of
the peak impact energy in the case of linear polarization and
is caused simply by the higher value of the microwave electric field along the axis. However, a comparative analysis of
the impact energy and the corresponding flight time reveals
an important qualitative difference between linear and circular polarizations. In the case of linear polarization, each peak
of impact energy is found to correspond to a flight time equal
to an odd number of half microwave periods, which is characteristic for the two surface multipactor. On the other hand,
in the case of circular polarization, the impact energy peaks
are found to occur when the flight time equals an integer
number of microwave periods, which is typical for the single
surface multipactor. These results make it possible to conclude that in the case of linear polarization, the considered
seed electrons cross the waveguide whereas in the case of
circular polarization, the electrons return to the surface of
emission. This electron behavior is caused by the repulsive
action of the Miller force,14,33 which is stronger in the case of
circular polarization as is clear from the distribution of the
microwave field intensity along the axis shown in Fig. 5. The
effect of the Miller force is illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7 where
the electron motion along the y axis is shown for different
initial electron energies 共for circular polarization兲 and for
different times of electron emission 共for linear polarization兲.
The calculations show that in the case of linear polarization,
electron reflection from the central region of the waveguide
cross section is possible only for electrons which are emitted
close to the microwave phase, 0 ⬅ t0 ⬇  / 2. In the case of
circular polarization, electrons can pass through the central
region of the waveguide only when they have sufficiently
high initial energy.
A tangential component of the electron initial velocity
results in a deviation of the electron trajectory from the
waveguide middle plane. Independently of the microwave
polarization this deviation is strongly enhanced by the action
of the Miller force 共similarly to the case of the rectangular
waveguide兲.14 However, the long time evolution of the elec-
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 The time dependence of the y coordinate of seed
electrons for different electron initial energies 共values indicated near each
particular curve兲. The seed electrons are emitted perpendicularly to the
waveguide wall and at zero phase of the microwave field, i.e., the electric
field starts to accelerate the electrons toward the waveguide axis. Case of
circular polarization with microwave power P = 300 kW.

FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 The average distribution of electrons in the waveguide cross section that is established after long time evolution in the case of
circular polarization for the microwave power, P = 300 kW. Calculations are
performed for 25 000 seed electrons during 600 microwave periods. Averaging is done over the last 50 periods. Average initial energy of electrons
was taken to be WT = 2 eV.

tron trajectories is sensitive to the field polarization. To study
the long time evolution, the electron trajectories were followed also after their impact with the waveguide wall, assuming instant emission of new electrons from the point of
impact. The initial velocity of each new electron was assumed to be random and to be governed by the Maxwellian
probability distribution. The process was continued during
600 microwave periods using 25 000 seed electrons and the
spatial distribution of all electrons was averaged over the last
50 microwave periods. The result is presented in Figs. 8 and
9 which demonstrate a drastic difference between circular
and linear polarizations. Actually, after 600 microwave peri-

ods, the electrons are uniformly distributed over azimuth
angle in the case of circular polarization and only the central
region of the waveguide cross section looks inaccessible for
the majority of the electrons. On the other hand, in the case
of linear polarization, the electron distribution is quite asymmetric after 600 microwave periods. In this case the majority
of electrons are pushed into the regions around the points
共x = ⫾ R , y = 0兲 where the amplitude of the microwave electric field is close to zero. Correspondingly, the long time
evolution of the electron impact energy is also quite different
between the cases of circular and linear polarization 共see
Figs. 10 and 11兲. In the case of circular polarization, the
average value of the electron impact energy is established at
an approximately constant level after a time corresponding to
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 The same as in Fig. 6, but for the case of linear
polarization and for different initial phases 共values indicated near each
particular curve兲 of the microwave field. The microwave power is
P = 300 kW and a fixed initial energy of 1 eV is used for the seed electrons.

FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 The same as in Fig. 8, but for the case of linear
polarization.
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FIG. 10. The evolution of average impact energy, 具W典, of electrons in the
case of circular polarization. Calculations are performed with the same parameters as in Fig. 8.

the first electron cross over flight between the walls. A spread
of electron initial velocity results in considerable fluctuations
of flight time and impact energy of the electrons. Consequently the average impact energy is considerably smaller
than the peak values shown in Fig. 3. For linear field polarization, the average impact energy reaches a level very similar to that for circular polarization after the first few electron
transits, but as long as electrons are pushed out of the region
with strong microwave field their impact energy decreases
down to a much smaller value. This particular study showed
that an increase in microwave power is accompanied by a
proportional increase in electron impact energy, acquired
during the first few electron transits. However, in the case of
linear polarization, the impact electron energy that is established after long time decreases and approaches the electron
initial energy for increasing microwave power.
V. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations of multipactor breakdown in circular waveguides with radii large enough to allow propagation of TE11 modes have been carried out taking into account a spread of electron initial velocity and the action of
the microwave magnetic field on the electron motion. Two
propagation regimes with qualitatively different polarizations
of the electromagnetic wave were considered and a significant difference was found for the growth of the multipactor
avalanche in the two cases. Specifically, in the case of circular polarization at the waveguide axis, an increase in the
microwave power is accompanied by an increase in the electron multiplication. On the other hand, in the case of linear
polarization, the higher the microwave power, the faster is
the reduction in the electron number with time. To clarify the
situation, a detailed study of the electron trajectories was
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time, microwave periods
FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 10, but for the case of linear polarization.

carried out which showed that in the case of linear polarization, electrons are pushed into the region where the microwave electric field is close to zero, in accordance with the
Miller force concept. The drift of the electrons out of the
region with strong microwave field is equivalent to relatively
strong electron losses. Although multipactor breakdown is
still possible for TE11 modes with linear polarization in a
circular waveguide, the simulation results indicate that multipactor growth only occurs for very high values of the secondary emission yield. It should be emphasized that these
results are not in contradiction 共but rather complementary兲 to
those obtained in Ref. 24, which pertain to circular
waveguides with small radii, which do not support propagating modes. The corresponding electron dynamics is then
very different and corresponds to lower order multipactor
resonance modes where the importance of the ponderomotive Miller force is small.
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